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Civics (Part - I)

Note: Shaded section is for this section. No mark will be awarded for cutting, erasing or overwriting.

Q. 1 Write the correct option i.e. A, B, C or D in the empty box and oppose it to each part.

(i) Government is that machinery which runs state ...................
   (A) Economy (B) System (C) Policy (D) Courts
   (ii) This state has ........................................ evils
       (A) 2 (B) 3 (C) 4 (D) None
   (iii) A good constitution is one which is ........................................ form.
       (A) Written (B) Unwritten (C) Law (D) Unmined
   (iv) Under the First Amendment ........................................ was given the right of SPE
       (A) Punjab (B) Sindh (C) North West Frontier Province (D) Balochistan
   (v) Education is a right and also important ...........................
       (A) Duty (B) Demand (C) Desire (D) Warrant
   (vi) UN General Assembly passed charter of human rights in ...........
       (A) 1944 (B) 1946 (C) 1948 (D) 1949
   (vii) Human exploitation and ........................................ is prohibited in the constitution.
       (A) Slavery (B) Insect (C) Sale (D) Mortal
   (viii) The capital office of E.C.O is in ...................................
       (A) Islamabad (B) Tarnain (C) Jhelum (D) Kabul
   (ix) Difference of thinking, thought and therefore is ............................. every one.
       (A) Right (B) Duty (C) Inheritance (D) Satisfaction
   (x) Media play the role of ........................................ between the Government and People.
       (A) Link (B) Conflict (C) Halted (D) Cooperation
   (xi) Every government has to be a great leader on ............................. basis.
       (A) Compliance (B) Limitations (C) Differences (D) Awareness
   (xii) An absolute person and ......................... role in the society.
       (A) Constructive (B) Positive (C) Orphan (D) Reformation
   (xiii) Personen (A) Landlord (B) Party (C) Constitution (D) Opposition
   (xiv) The power in which the power state holder does not bound to act upon an advice is called ...........
       (A) Legislature (B) Executive power (C) Political power (D) Local power
   (xv) UN agency W.H.O stands for ....................................
       (A) Children (B) Education (C) Culture (D) Health
   (xvi) The procedure through which the head of state should be removed is called ...........
       (A) Impeachment (B) Vote of no-confidence (C) Refret (D) Election
   (xvii) In the absence of justice to ................................. could be kept.
       (A) Murder (B) Murder (C) Napoleon (D) Relationship
   (xviii) Knowledge and practice could not be achieved without ...................................
       (A) TV (B) experience and observation (C) Books (D) Thinking
   (xix) Inequality and ................................. are two different things.
       (A) Development (B) Essential (C) Democracy (D) Rovary
   (xx) There is lack of electoral political ......................... in Pakistan.
       (A) Culture (B) Judiciary (C) Education (D) System
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Marks: 30

Q. 2 Answer any two parts. Each part carries equal marks.

1. What is the difference between State and Government?
2. What is meant by active and responsible citizen?
3. The 1973 constitution is a democratic, federal and parliamentary. How?
4. How non-political executive influence over decision making?
5. Define democracy.
6. Why constitution is important for a state?
7. Why liberty and the right of movement are considered?
8. Discuss the concept of sovereignty in Islam.
9. What is the difference between Declaration and Convention?
10. What are the main indicators of “property”?
11. Define Civil Society.
12. What is meant by durable development?
13. Why trained people are necessary for the success of democratic system?

**Section - C**

Marks: 30

Note: Attempt any three questions. Each question carries equal marks.

Q. 3 What is constitution? What are the main features of a good constitution?
Q. 4 Write a detailed note on human rights in Islam.
Q. 5 Define "Propaganda". Discuss its methods.
Q. 6 Define Media. Also discuss the role and importance of Free Media in democracy.
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